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Welcome to issue forty-two of Fumble 
Newszine. For those who know the ref-
erence, 42 is purported to be a sign-
ificant milestone, and of course, the 
number attributed to the meaning of life. 
Alas, nothing is ever that simple. The 
world is poised on the brink, but of what 
one may ask. The uncertain future of a 
pandemic that hasn’t quite run its 
course, the war in Europe that had 
hitherto seemed improbable and an 
environmental meltdown of the one 
habitable planet that we know to be cap-
able of sustaining life have continued to 
hold the headlines in a recurring night-
mare that offers little hope of reprieve. 
No wonder we turn to the games and 
other distractions to keep the mind 
focused elsewhere. Life is not defined 
by the number 42, except as an overture 
to fiction but it may well be clarified by 
what we do in the coming years. Friend-
ships matter. Some sense of normality 
matters. Holding on to hope is essential. 
Life will find a way through the sense-
less to embrace points of reason. We 
will do better because we have no 
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choice. Remember those moments from 
the past when life seemed perfect. They 
are fleeting but the world turns and we 
will find them again. The game, as ever, 
goes on. 
 Bad Dog Publishing is on the pre-
cipice of change.  Editorial shortcomings 
have been alleviated and some titles 
have benefitted from this welcome 
reprieve. KST03 Knightshade RPG: The 
Loremaster’s Tome has been released in 
all versions. DTM01 Dead to Me: De 
Many Deaths of Michaleen and DCB01 
De Cork Bois (A.K.A. The Cork Boys) 
have both been revised and re-edited to 
mark their release in Hardback along 
with updates to previous versions. BR01 
Brethren: Brethren Book One will be 
out before the end of May, followed 
shortly by updated and revised versions 
of Vampire: Brethren Book Two and 
Fallen: Brethren Book Three, which 
will also be released in Hardback. This 
is going to be a bumper year for pub-
lishing. After everything that has hap-
pened in our lives of late, some good 
news is always welcome. Life will get 
better. Take a breath and let it out 
slowly until we meet again… 
 

Master Sage 
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Knightshade RPG 
Campaign I: Calliban Rising 
KSCAL03 Forgotten Violation – Pre-
quel: Return of the Widow 
Wednesday, 16

th
 March, 2022 

 

Three months later… Restday, 10
th

 Day 
of Apry, 726 AR. A persistent but light 
drizzle fell over Tiera. Brief bouts of 
brightness serve to fool many into ven-
turing forth only to find they were 
inadequately attired to face changeable 
weather. The main gathering area to the 
front of the church was all but empty 
when a covered wagon pulled up 
adjacent to the well and the Waterfront 
Tavern. Two men climbed down from 
the wagon, both dressed in the uniform 
of soldiers but with a blue Prison Guard 
emblem denoting responsibility for pri-
soner transfer. Widow Sadie Kart was 
assisted in exiting the wagon. She was 
haggard, looked beyond hope and lost 
so much weight that the old woman 
appeared half her size. Acolyte Horus, 
Warden Braeker, Warden Green and 
Neophyte Umbra were the only mem-
bers of the Cabal present near the area 
to witness the arrival of the downtrod- 
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den widow. On closer scrutiny, she 
appeared disorientated and mumbled 
fearfully in her distressed state. Acolyte 
Horus and Warden Braeker approached 
cautiously but they did not come to her 
aid as yet. The old woman displayed 
fresh bruises on her forehead and 
obvious signs of injury around her 
wrists and ankles that may have been 
caused by shackles, possibly due to her 
incarceration. The wagon that brought 
Widow Sadie Kart home seemed eager 
to be quit of this place after releasing 
the old woman unceremoniously near 
the well. Several townsfolk passed 
nearby but none were inclined to assist 
her. A few offered whispers of rep-
roach. The old woman looked towards 
the doors of the church and began to 
weep. The persistent drizzle soaked her. 
She did not even have a shawl to cover 
her head. She seemed lost and to know 
not which way to go. She looked afraid 
to take the first step that might bring her 
home. 
 ‘Thyrr has abandoned me,’ she sob-
bed despondently. 
 Acolyte Horus and Warden Braeker 
approached the widow, overcome by 
her desperation. Closer scrutiny reveal-
ed that the wounds looked to have 
occurred on the last day. They took the 
old woman to Keryn Hall and put her 
into the care of Matron Agnes and Sister 
Bella Kole, asking that she be examined 
to determine the extent of her injuries. 
Aghast and incensed, Agnes declared 
that Sadie Kart had been subjected to a 
great hurt, wounds that could only have 
been inflicted recently, crimes she attri-
buted to the two Prison Guards who 
brought the old woman home. 
 Neophyte Umbra immediately set off 
using the prayer, Shadow Carpet, with 
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the intent of overtaking the drovers to 
call them to account. Meanwhile, War-
den Green and Acolyte Horus set off in 
pursuit on horseback while Warden 
Braeker went to find Interrogator Malys 
to seek his assistance in apprehending 
the offending individuals. 
 Neophyte Umbra managed to over-
take and, in turn, disable the wagon with 
the use of the Prayer, Crush, breaking 
one of the wheels to prevent escape. 
Conversing with the Prison Transfer 
Guards proved pointless. They were un-
willing to return to Tiera to face un-
founded accusations. They denied any 
culpability. 
 Neophyte Umbra detained the Pris-
oner Transfer Guards while other mem-
bers of the Cabal moved to catch up. 
Alas, Warden Braeker fell from his 
horse receiving a minor injury. Acolyte 
Horus and Warden Green reached the 
position of the wagon and called for the 
Guards to surrender. They refused. Con-
flict ensued. Alas, not all went to plan. 
One of the Guards almost escaped by 
cutting away the harnesses on one of the 
horses. Several dropped swords, dag-
gers and a fumbled Bane Arrow prayer 
later and the Guards were eventually 
subdued. One sword sailed into the har-
nesses of the wagon in a dramatic turn 
of events that caused the weapon to 
become entangled. 
 The broken wagon wheel was re-
placed and the Guards were taken back 
to Tiera. They were handed over to 
Master-at-Arms Jace Oxwen for incar-
ceration pending trial. Old Widow Sadie 
Kart was tended to by Acolyte Horus 
and Sister Kole before being returned to 
her home to convalesce. Madelaine 
Kole, the mother of Bella, took on the 
task of caring for the old woman. She 
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would be assisted from time to time by 
Sister Kole and Acolyte Horus. Old 
Widow Sadie Kart remained despondent 
and unable to answer questions. Given 
the undeniable facts of the matter, the 
Prison Transfer Guards would continue 
to be held until they faced retribution 
for their crimes. 
 The old woman held information 
required by the Cabal in other matters, 
but she was in no fit state to reveal these 
facts until the time of her recovery.  
 
Knightshade RPG 
Campaign I: Calliban Rising 
KSCAL03 Forgotten Violation – Part 
One: Gathering the Facts 
Wednesday, 23

rd
 March, 2022 

 

Three days later… Warday, 13
th

 Day of 
Apry, 726 AR. Matters took a turn for 
the worst. Matron Agnes developed a 
fever that Acolyte Horus determined 
was the onset of the plague. She was in 
dire need of a cure. Knowing what that 
was without being able to find the main 
ingredient proved a frustrating conun-
drum. Sister Bella Kole could do noth-
ing to assist Agnes without the plant 
known as Aryeshni (Arry-esh-na). Inter-
rogator Malys took Matron Keryn to see 
Neophyte Umbra in the hopes that he 
might provide some insight. 
 

In the meantime, Warden Braeker and 
Father Horus pursued another avenue. 
Sister Kole remembered that the heretic, 
Mona Rennin was able to acquire miss-
ing ingredients for her cures by visiting 
the Aleria Tree and soliciting the aid of 
the Goddess. She had once overheard 
the recitation and told this to Widow 
Kart. The old woman had written the 
words down on a piece of parchment. 
After several visits to Sadie, ending on 
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Thirstday, 14
th

 Day of Apry, 726AR, 
Warden Braeker managed to learn 
where the parchment ended up. The old 
woman had given it over to the care of 
Father Jonah Kelvin, the predecessor to 
Father Tom Dollandar who had died 
from the very same plague that afflicted 
Agnes.   
 Tracking down the parchment proved 
only one part of the solution. Avoiding 
Sheriff Interrogator Reinheit Folgen 
was the real test. While those in the 
Cabal did not believe that their Inquis-
itor compatriot would be motivated to 
report them for their questionable flout-
ing of the Patriarch’s laws, they did not 
want to ‘sully’ Reinheit with the know-
ledge of their less than legal application 
of those inviolable decrees. In the end, 
the Cabal did tell the Sheriff of Tiera, 
and he, in turn, asked them to refrain 
from informing him further until the 
task was done. 
 After a frustrating exchange with 
Neophyte Umbra, Interrogator Malys 
took it upon himself to attempt to save 
Agnes. He would not be a party to 
approaching the Aleria Tree and giving 
into outright heresy. Instead, he took 
Matron Keryn to the Maidens, relying 
on spurious information and an inner 
voice to guide him in his efforts. Alas, 
achieving the site of the Rune Stones 
proved the easiest part of this task. The 
Maidens seemed inert and did not 
respond to his petitions. Interrogator 
Fortimyrr’s inner voice did offer a way 
to halt the progress of the plague should 
the need arise. Agnes could don the 
armour. On the return journey from the 
Maidens, Malys’s inner voice located 
the Phantom. Interrogator Fortimyrr 
asked this deviant for help, offering to 
deliver up the false Theodore Umbra in 
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return for safe passage to the Maidens 
when he was forced to come back here 
again. The Phantom agreed but asked 
for a blood oath by tossing a rounded 
bloodied stone towards Malys and ask-
ing that he also cast his blood upon the 
ritual pebble. Interrogator Fortimyrr’s 
inner voice screamed against making 
this pact. Malys declined the offer. 
 In Tiera, the Cabal gathered after 
petitioning Neophyte Umbra to get in-
volved. Agnes’s life was at stake. In the 
interim, Acolyte Horus and Warden 
Braeker had not only recovered the 
parchment from Father Tom Dollandar 
but also gleaned an insight into its 
contents. However, the true revelation 
came when Malys set eyes on the words 
inscribed on the parchment. His inner 
voice was able to read the inscriptions. 
It was written in Old Ayerish. The 
words were a ritual, but not one that had 
to be petitioned from Aleria alone. The 
rite could be appealed from Thyrr. This 
ruled out using the Aleria Tree. A return 
to the Maidens was inevitable, though 
first, the ritual had to be transcribed in 
Callibanese for Acolyte Horus to under-
stand the ceremony. Malys took up this 
task, assisted by all of the Cabal who 
had some literate skill. The translation 
was not perfect but it would suffice. To 
add to the success, Neophyte Umbra 
believed that Acolyte Horus and Interro-
gator Malys would have to ascend the 
plinth at the centre of the Maidens and 
recite the rite, supplementing the words 
for the parts they failed to glean a full 
understanding of with the spoken pro-
nunciations in Old Ayrish. All that 
remained was preparing for the task 
ahead. The Cabal was going back to the 
Maidens without the Seraphs, Sheriff 
Folgen or Warden Green. 
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Knightshade RPG 
Campaign I: Calliban Rising 
KSCAL03 Forgotten Violation – Part 
Two: Murder Most Foul 
Wednesday, 30

th
 March, 2022 

 

One can never be truly ready to ascend 
to the Maidens in violation of the Pat-
riarch’s law for the second (and third for 
some) time, but needs must. Matron 
Agnes Keryn was succumbing slowly to 
the plague, but there was little doubt 
that if an intervention did not prove 
forthcoming, she would most certainly 
die. Interrogator Malys Fortimyrr, as her 
Protector, was adamant she would not 
die on his Watch. Having located and 
deciphered much of the ritual required 
to save Agnes, Acolyte Father Horus 
Black was as ready as he could be to 
undertake the short journey to the 
Maidens. While Neophyte Theodore 
Umbra still had reservations about the 
plan, he agreed to accompany those in 
the Cabal who had deigned to offer their 
support. As Sheriff Interrogator Rein-
heit Folgen was known to oppose any 
incursions into the Maidens and to con-
demn breaches of the Patriarch’s law, he 
was not informed of the endeavour. 
Only five of the Cabal would go – 
Acolyte Horus, Matron Agnes, Interro-
gator Malys, Warden Farris Braeker and 
Neophyte Umbra. Outfitted appropriate-
ly with ropes, rations and their faith in 
Thyrr, the main group set off just after 
morning prayers, picking up the Raven 
on the way to the Maidens. 
 

Meanwhile, in Tiera, Sister Bella Kole 
cried out in alarm and rushed to Keryn 
Hall to enlist the aid of Sheriff Folgen 
after finding Old Widow Sadie Kart 
stabbed in the heart and near death. 
Along with Deputy Silas Green, Rein-
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heit rushed to the scene to find the old 
woman in a poor state, but not quite 
dead. Sister Kole, after being reprim-
anded by Sheriff Folgen for not immed-
iately tending to the beleaguered victim 
and now calmer in the face of this 
heinous crime, set to work to try to save 
Widow Kart. The old woman had a 
wound just above her heart, possibly 
made by a crossbow bolt, but her outer 
clothing was not penetrated, almost as if 
the injury had been inflicted directly on 
the flesh. Widow Kart was weak but 
managed to give a vague description of 
her attacker - A man in black clothing 
with a hood and a mask. He wore gloves 
and had dark and cruel eyes. His hair 
was raven black and he had a curved 
dagger set in a scabbard on his hip, 
marked with the emblem of the Cabal. 
He whispered strange words when he 
attacked the old woman. 
 As Reinheit questioned the weaken-
ing Widow and brushed aside the pro-
tests of Sister Kole in his efforts to get 
to the truth, another scream rang out 
nearby. Sheriff Folgen sent his deputy 
to investigate. When Warden Deputy 
Green reached the source of the ang-
uished cries, he found Tolas Folgen, the 
younger brother of Reinheit standing in 
the square in front of the Tailor’s Shop 
with blood on his hands. The young boy 
seemed distraught. He had come here at 
the behest of Master-at-Arms Oxwen to 
pick up a tunic that had been sent to get 
his official emblem and rank insignia 
sewn to the garment. 
 ‘Murder!’ he cried. ‘Murder most 
foul!’ 
 When Deputy Green investigated, he 
found Dara Umbra clutching his neck. 
He was dead. Nearby, Tekla Umbra 
clung to life, wounded in a manner 
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similar to Old Widow Kart. What was 
happening here? Murder and two attem-
pted murders, but who was the perp-
etrator? 
 

Back at the Maidens, the other members 
of the Cabal had reached the site of the 
Rune Stone Circle without coercion by 
the Phantom, though they remained 
conscious that he could be watching and 
waiting for an opportunity to strike. 
Still, Matron Agnes was the focus of 
their journey here and they could not 
afford to become distracted. 
 The Maidens looked different in the 
bright light of the afternoon sun, but 
Neophyte Umbra knew not to under-
estimate the immense power emanating 
from this place. There was no time to 
stand on ceremony, even if that was 
what was required. With the aid of Neo-
phyte Umbra, both Acolyte Horus and 
Interrogator Malys ascended to the cen-
tral plinth using the greatly enhanced 
Prayer, Shadow Carpet, to begin the 
ritual to save Matron Agnes. She was 
set under the doorway to Life. Neophyte 
Umbra remained at the base of the 
plinth facing the doorway to Shadow, 
and Acolyte Horus and Interrogator 
Malys stood atop the plinth facing the 
doorway to Life. Warden Farris circled 
the outer periphery of the Rune Stone 
Circle watching for trouble or any sign 
of the Phantom. All was as ready as it 
could be for the ritual to begin. Malys’s 
inner voice spoke to him after a brief 
lapse in communication on first entering 
the Maidens. 
 

Meanwhile, back in Tiera, Sheriff Rein-
heit enlisted the aid of the Watch in 
closing down the town. However, 
Master-at-Arms Oxwen told him such 
an effort would prove impossible as the  
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Watch was in dire need of soldiers. He 
would supplement this requirement 
from the youth of Tiera and mobilise 
them to do their best in this troubling 
time. Sheriff Folgen had Widow Kart, 
Tekla Umbra and the deceased Dara 
Umbra moved to Keryn Hall to continue 
his investigations and so that Sister 
Kole could administer to the wounded. 
He looked to Thyrr and the Patriarch for 
guidance and offered prayers to both to 
help him to solve these puzzling crimes. 
 

Back at the Maidens, Acolyte Horus had 
begun the ritual while both Warden 
Farris and Neophyte Umbra kept a vigil. 
The recitation of the first three parts was 
accomplished with relative ease, How-
ever, the final two parts required assist-
ance from Malys and his inner voice. 
Alas, not all went as planned. Suddenly, 
Horus and Malys disappeared. Matron 
Agnes fell to unconsciousness. So too 
did Neophyte Umbra and Warden Brae-
ker. While there were signs of life from 
Agnes and Theodore, Farris showed no 
such murmurings. 
 

In Tiera, Master-at-Arms Jace Oxwen 
had drafted as many of the eligible 
youth to supplement the perimeter of 
the town. Tekla Umbra and Widow Kart 
remained unconscious, though the form-
er would not survive more than a few 
days without the aid of more powerful 
healing. Sheriff Folgen was away from 
Keryn Hall investigating the respective 
crime scenes and questioning the towns-
folk, leaving Deputy Green to stand 
guard over the wounded. 
 

Somewhere beyond or beneath the Mai-
dens, Acolyte Horus and Interrogator 
Malys found themselves in a large 
chamber that bore a striking similarity 
to the Repository’s entrance, but there 
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were differences. The floor was marked 
with a strange symbol that was not 
immediately apparent, the inscription 
imbued with a bluish-silver metal to 
accentuate the depiction. This marking 
was not dissimilar to the Cross of Ayre, 
or the emblem of the Patriarch’s Cabal. 
 Four archways beckoned, one to the 
north, south, east and west, but only the 
latter emanated any light. Interrogator 
Malys took this as a sign and urged 
Acolyte Horus down the immaculately 
clean stone passage. The air was chill 
but not overly so. The light could not be 
more than 30-40 feet away and this 
proved true. The sight that greeted the 
two was both bewildering and macabre. 
However, after everything they had wit-
nessed of late, neither was perturbed by 
this strange anomaly. An arm protruded 
from the wall up to the elbow. In its 
hand rested the yellow-flowered plant 
needed to save Matron Agnes known as 
Aryeshni (Arry-esh-na). However, the 
hand in which it rested was pale and 
death-like, and an uninviting prospect 
for the duo. There was no choice here. 
Acolyte Horus approached but the hand 
closed about the plant. As Malys step-
ped forward, a second hand appeared; 
this one opened to receive something in 
return. Malys reached out and held the 
open hand after a moment of hesitation 
and a whispered prayer to Thyrr. 
 ‘Which life do you offer?’ rasped the 
voice of some disembodied entity. 
 Malys quickly understood. 
 ‘Harm!’ he cried out, raising an eye-
brow of confusion from Acolyte Horus. 
 The deal was done. The other hand 
opened and released the prize. Only 
Malys heard the agonised screams of 
Jalen Harm as he was torn away from 
the armour that the Interrogator wore. 
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 Malys was free from ‘harm’, and 
they had achieved securing the plant. 
 Returning to the main chamber 
where they had come into this place, 
both cried out to Thyrr to return them 
from whence they came, spending only 
the briefest of moments scrutinising the 
other archways. Whatever secrets they 
held were for another time. 
 Interrogator Malys and Acolyte Hor-
us appeared atop the plinth in the Mai-
dens. Unfortunately, they saw that Ag-
nes and Farris had collapsed. Neophyte 
Umbra was nowhere to be seen. They 
had to hang down and jump from the 
plinth but did not do so without injury. 
Agnes was alive. Farris appeared dead. 
Acolyte Horus took the prone Ranger to 
the Life doorway and set his mouth 
against the dead man’s lips – breathing 
life into him. Warden Braeker revived 
but he was sorely injured and fatigued, 
though no marks betrayed any wounds 
on his person. They had little choice but 
to return to Tiera with Agnes lest she 
succumbed to the illness that had plag-
ued her since the Cabal returned from 
the Repository. Malys did not want to 
leave Theodore but they needed help, 
and Matron Agnes’s survival was of 
paramount importance. Once he saw her 
to safety, he would return. 
 The trek from the Maidens was not 
easy as Matron Keryn proved poorly 
and Warden Braeker lapsed into uncon-
sciousness. Both were given over to the 
care of Sister Kole. While they were 
apprised of the happenings in Tiera, 
there was no time to dwell on what 
could not be resolved at the moment. 
Theodore was in the hands of the Phan-
tom. There could be no doubt as to the 
perpetrator. Neophyte Umbra had been 
taken! 
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 Enlisting the aid of Seraph Appren-
tice Thanis Sanguard, Master-at-Arms 
Jace Oxwen and Warden Silas Green, 
Interrogator Malys and Acolyte Horus 
set off at pace to return to the Maidens. 
On returning to the site of Theodore’s 
abduction, Warden Green set to work in 
an attempt to locate the Raven. A trail 
was faint but apparent and the hunting 
party followed any hint of their comp-
anion’s abduction. 
 Neophyte Umbra woke and found 
himself bound, gagged, blindfolded and 
disorientated. A voice spoke to him and 
he knew it was the Phantom. His captor 
said he was not the real Theodore 
Umbra. It told him that he was the one 
who condemned the real Theodore to 
this life, that he alone was responsible. 
 Warden Green soon realised that he 
had come upon two trails, one that 
seemed contrived, and the other real. 
Malys, Thanis and Jace followed the 
obvious trail, hoping it would lead to 
the Phantom. Silas and Horus turned 
their attention to the other trail in the 
hopes of finding Theodore. Malys in-
tended to buy his companions time by 
engaging the Phantom’s attention and 
drawing him away. 
 Alas, the obvious trail led through 
several snares, carefully placed to kill 
those who followed. The Phantom had 
been stalking Silas and Horus, leaving 
Malys, Thanis and Jace to the traps he 
had placed. 
 The Phantom struck, seriously woun-
ding Horus and then Silas in turn, the 
latter with a headshot that rendered the 
Warden unconscious. Both were victims 
of enchanted spinning arrows and would 
not survive without the nulling effect of 
the Seraph’s Missive. 
 Interrogator Malys and the others 
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triggered several snares before hearing 
the cries of their companions. Quickly 
rushing to traverse the second trail, they 
fared equally poorly as Malys took an 
enchanted spinning arrow through the 
left arm. Jace, in turn, took an arrow 
through the right arm. If not for the pre-
sence of Thanis, the hunting party of the 
Cabal would have fared badly. 
 

The Phantom was driven back and lost 
his bow. As Malys moved to push the 
advantage, the attacker fled. Malys 
retrieved the fallen bow on seeing its 
curiously unique design. 
 

The Cabal retreated to the Maidens. 
They were in dire need of healing and 
would not survive without some interim 
care. Only within the Rune Stone Circle 
would they find the strength to carry on. 
Patched up but in a precarious state, 
Malys refused to leave Theodore be-
hind. Even knowing they might all die, 
he would not relent. He sought out the 
Phantom and came upon a cave 20 feet 
high up on a ridge. Therein, the Phan-
tom brandished Theodore like a prize. 
In the end, he relented to give the Raven 
over to Malys if his bow was returned to 
him. He pulled the gag from Neophyte 
Umbra’s mouth and fed him a lumin-
escent green liquid that rendered the 
Raven unconscious. With the bargain 
made, the Cabal retreated from the Mai-
dens with an unconscious Theodore, but 
not before the Phantom declared him 
Keryn-spawn, an evil abomination, and 
revealed that he was the one who con-
demned the real Theodore Umbra to this 
life of solitude, a fact that he had al-
ready imparted to the Raven while in his 
captivity. He also promised to kill the 
pawns of the Patriarch if they ever re-
turned to the Maidens. 
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WEEPY HULLOWS 
SOMETHING NASTY THIS WAY 
COMES! – Part V 
WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA 
 

Deception was an art sometimes learned 
in a loss. Snudge Fluffyfoot had been 
educated in contingencies by a family 
who was never big on sharing. He 
supposed Jadzia was to blame. After all, 
she was the hen that ruled this roost or 
the doe who reigned over the bucks. His 
broodmare was an easy target to 
denounce for the behaviour of the 
others, but in truth, they all had eccen-
tricities that were apparent long before 
being culled into this particular familial 
fluffle. If Fosco had stolen one of her 
baubles, he would have paid the price. If 
it had been Snudge out there instead of 
that demented brood brother, perhaps 
he would have felt differently. Fosco 
did the deed. He had made his devious 
underpants stealing bed. Now it was 
colder than one of his emotional 
gestures of repentance. The fact that 
Snudge had anticipated the theft of his 
prized briefs did not forgive the crime. 
Having a second pair squirrelled away 
as a contingency for just such a prob-
ability alleviated the pain of the loss a 
smidgeon. Snudge knew that he could 
not give this undergarment over to 
Lomdath to clean without inviting a 
repeat of the offence. He was wearing 
the second pair, or the first if one want-
ed to be strictly accurate about the order 
in which the underpants had been 
adorned. Fosco was attired in the first 
one Snudge had purchased, but the de- 
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mented Hobbo did not realise that his 
brood mate returned to the angel of 
haberdashery to acquire the second gar-
ment. Snudge had felt a little unsettled 
in the aftermath of the first purchase 
akin to some sort of sixth sense that 
warned him of the necessity. Regard-
less, he was wearing the other under-
pants, and it was fiendishly comfortable, 
precisely fitted, and unwavering in its 
ability to pamper his posterior. His 
charade had been enacted purely for his 
brood mates. If they had known about 
the second pair, the crime would have 
been diminished and Fosco’s nefarious 
deed squashed as something trivial. 
Snudge had been wronged. Fosco was 
responsible. A little chilly overture to 
penance would do the demented Hobbo 
boi no harm. Snudge resisted the urge to 
snigger lest the others pick up on his 
amusement. He would not fare well in 
the deception. He would most certainly 
lose the second prized pair of delectable 
tighty whities that snuggled his bottom 
better than any that had come before. In 
hindsight, he should have procured 
several pairs, but it was too late now. 
 The problem of the seventh present 
remained. However, as events trans-
pired, the house currently only required 
six gifts for the insane Santy Claws. As 
Fosco was elsewhere, the balance had 
been restored. As long as he stayed 
away, the burrow would be safe for the 
remaining brood. 
 Snudge had one other secret that was 
not his alone. He knew that Lomdath 
had also purchased a pair or two of the 
luscious underpants, but unlike him, his 
brood mate had taken to wearing each 
of his procurements with an immediacy 
that was to be commended in its fore- 
sight. His undergarments could not be 
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used to stopgap the required present that 
would permit Fosco’s return to face a 
contracted castigation for his criminal 
boldness. Lomdath, like Snudge, knew 
that the demented Hobbo boi deserved a 
taste of chilly suffering. 
 Once Fosco had absconded to avoid 
Jadzia’s retribution, the burrow settled 
down to return to aspects of cheer 
intermingled with hints of a song 
brought on by the giddiness of the 
coming Crimbo. Any tension regarding 
the need for a seventh gift had dis-
sipated. Jadzia was only too happy to let 
Fosco stay out there in the cold for now. 
As the temperature continued to drop 
and the realisation kicked in that her 
brood mate might come to harm, her 
wifely instinct would kick in. Snudge 
knew that the problem with acquiring a 
present for Santy Claws had only been 
given a reprieve. 
 

Snudge stood by the window that Fosco 
had escaped through. He could see the 
lights emanating from the other burrows 
throughout Weepy Hullows. He saw 
faint eruptions of illumination near the 
chimneys of these houses. Each marked 
a moment when a family opened the 
rooftop hatches to place their gift bags 
outside for the coming of Santy Claws. 
How easy it would be to climb up to one 
of those roofs and acquire a present to 
supplement their need. Fosco was out 
there. While he remained away from 
their burrow, the missing offering was 
not a problem. Snudge fixed his ener-
getic blue eyes to pierce the heavy 
snowfall. Focusing his precision perfect 
sight he picked out his demented Hobbo 
brood brother trudging through the 
blizzard-like conditions. He was coming 
from the direction of the Acorn Tavern, 
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and he looked in some distress. As he 
drew nearer, Snudge saw the formation 
of icicles on his nose and ears, a mound 
of snow on his head, and the frigid 
expression turning his otherwise perpe-
tually angry countenance bluer than 
Kenner’s tongue after a furious feed of 
blueberries in the aftermath of a pro-
longed spring snuggling. Fosco was 
dragging something behind him. Snudge 
could not make out what the item could 
be but he was more confused at the 
return of the demented Hobbo boi. 
Jadzia’s ire had not dissipated and 
Fosco would have known that she 
would need at least a long period of 
time to soften her emotions to let him 
back into the burrow. 
 

Before anyone could object, Kenner 
Gingerfoot opened the door, rushed out, 
and embraced Fosco. He drew back in a 
hurry when the frigid condition of his 
brood brother sent pangs of iciness 
through his whole being. His ‘yelp’ of 
distress reverberated throughout the 
burrow, alerting those within to the 
sounds of his pain and heralding the 
return of Fosco Strongfoot too soon to 
have any hope of absolution. 
 ‘C… co… cold,’ stammered the 
demented Hobbo boi. ‘P… pl… plan,’ 
he added as his teeth chattered in 
reprisal for any attempt Fosco dared in 
opening his mouth to the utterance of an 
explanation. 
 Any elucidation would have to wait. 
Fosco needed to thaw out. However, it 
was the banshee-like wails from Jadzia 
that took precedence. Every Hobbo boi 
in the burrow had been on the receiving 
end of one of their broodmare’s 
tempestuous tirades. They knew what 
was coming if no one intervened.  
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Surprisingly, it was Byron Gullyfoot 
who stepped to the fore and intercepted 
Jadzia, containing her with a hug of 
warm wooliness that momentarily con-
fused their matriarch in an embrace of 
warmth that defied the wintery chill-
iness invading the burrow with the 
coming of the frigid Fosco. 
 Jadzia looked up into Byron’s eyes, 
moaned from pleasure, smiled… and 
head-butted the sheepy boi right on the 
noggin. Only his mound of hair saved 
him from any lasting concussion as he 
momentarily stood against the blow 
before releasing his broodmare and 
collapsing on the floor. Drool poured 
from his mouth as he gave in to 
unconsciousness, a brief respite from 
the awful headache that would follow. 
The force of the butt would have smash-
ed the skull of a lesser Hobbo but Byron 
was no stranger to a good ramming. If 
truth be known, his adeptness with 
sheep extended to goats, and he was 
seen from time to time in the past 
rollicking in the hills adjacent to the 
nearby meadows with the rams. 
 

Jadzia stepped over the prone Hobbo 
boi as her unbridled fury began to 
subside in the aftermath of venting her 
fury on the insentient shepherd. If any 
of the others had any inclination to form 
a barrier between their broodmare and 
the equally distressed Fosco, the pen-
chant dissipated in the crushing and 
speedy defeat of Byron’s efforts to 
dissuade her. 
 Snudge was trying to get the 
attention of the others. While Fosco had 
been sequestered inside and set to thaw 
by the fire, the crackle of pine logs 
sending wafts of heat outward into the 
room, he had been occupied with 
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gathering in the object that the dement-
ed Hobbo had been dragging through 
the snow. He frowned as one of his 
fingernails wavered and cracked. He let 
out a screech that faltered to a whimper 
when the cold sent shivers of chilly pain 
through each of his distressed digits. 
Snudge persisted as the backdrop of 
mania erupting behind him gave way to 
concern for Fosco. The manic Hobbo 
boi had not fared well out there in the 
blizzard, and whatever he had brought 
back to burrow did not seem worth the 
effort, or do anything to explain his 
expedited return. 
 

Jadzia stood poised over Fosco, exhibit-
ing signs of caring concern tainted with 
the urge to murder her brood mate. 
 ‘You’re an idiot, Fosco Strongfoot!’ 
she yelled, the piercing shrill tone 
penetrating the irrational Hobbo boi’s 
efforts to remain insensible to any out-
ward rebuke. 
 When Jadzia realised that Fosco was 
feigning debilitating fatigue, her expres-
sion changed with the immediacy of a 
viper that had been poised to strike. The 
transformation was too quick for the 
Hobbo boi to react in time. Jadzia struck 
him hard across the face with all of her 
unnatural feminine strength. Fosco was 
sent reeling across the floor to follow a 
puddle of water that had been seeping 
from him since being set by the fire. 
 ‘Ouch,’ he roared as any trace of 
lethargy was abruptly swept away in the 
brunt of the blow. ‘That hurt,’ he added 
while rubbing the offended cheek. 
 ‘Good,’ snapped Jadzia in retort. 
 ‘Be careful,’ coaxed Fosco with a 
facetious tone. ‘You might crack a nail,’ 
he interjected as his Broodmare’s face 
flushed in irritation. Snudge looked to 
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his stressed nail even though the com-
ment was directed at Jadzia. 
 ‘You should be more worried about 
me cracking your face!’ she countered. 
 ‘Witch!’ answered Fosco in defiance. 
 ‘Moron!’ barked Jadzia. 
 Fosco’s mouth opened and closed 
without reply. His lips curved in an un-
certain smile. Jadzia let out a sigh. She 
stepped closer and the demented Hobbo 
boi closed his eyes and remained poised 
in anticipation of further retaliation. 
When Jadzia planted a gentle kiss on the 
cheek she had slapped in ire, Fosco let 
out a sigh of his own. 
 ‘Give Snudge back his underpants,’ 
she said softly. 
 

Female Hobbos were so fickle. Jadzia 
went from murderous intent to caring 
broodmare by expending her anger in a 
simple physical venting, knowing that 
she could never stay angry for long 
enough to engage in completing her 
homicidal tendencies. The long sigh that 
followed only validated her love for her 
brood.  
 ‘Em… that’s okay,’ injected Snudge. 
‘I don’t want it back.’ 
 Fosco gave him a telling look to let 
him know that he wasn’t surrendering 
the underpants anyway. He had bonded 
to them in ways that offered no re-
prieve. This did however give Snudge 
the chance to interpose further. 
 ‘Fosco, what in the name of Bill is 
this?’ he asked, pointing to the long 
traipse of tarp that stretched from the 
centre of the room to the closed door. 
The ice and snow had turned to puddles 
of water. 
 ‘I have a plan,’ replied Fosco, his 
uncertain smile widening to a beam of 
demented satisfaction that only added to 
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a wild look that bordered on fevered in-
sanity. 
 Snudge looked towards Jadzia who 
just shrugged. The thought of Fosco 
with a plan sent shivers of discontent 
down his spine. His posterior remained 
tranquil but his toes twitched inside his 
woolly socks to tell him that this was 
not going to end well. Jadzia was right. 
Fosco was a moron, but there was no 
denying that he did come up with some 
devilishly devious plans when the need 
outweighed all of their efforts to solve 
problems that seemed bewilderingly im-
possible. Perhaps it would have been 
better to surrender Bobbin to the Santy 
Claws now before things really got out 
of hand. 
 Byron remained cataleptic on the 
floor nearby, blubbering in his own 
drool, forgotten but in no immediate 
danger. The other Hobbo bois gathered 
around the defrosted Fosco. 
 ‘Okay,’ said Kenner. ‘I’m in,’ he 
added with a smug smirk of agreement. 
‘Wait,’ he said suddenly as he realised 
everyone was looking at him as if he 
shared something of Fosco’s folly. 
‘What’s the plan?’ 
 Jadzia let out another long sigh, this 
time to indicate that she too believed 
that things would in all likelihood not 
end well. 
 ‘Let me guess – something outland-
ishly clever because it’s so insane no 
one else would have thought of it,’ 
declared Jadzia 
 ‘We’re going to capture Santy 
Claws,’ replied Fosco with purposeful 
pride. 
 

NEXT ISSUE: WEEPY HULLOWS 
SOMETHING NASTY THIS WAY COMES! 
– PART VI 

WILLIAM ANTHONY SHEA 
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UTILISING MAGIC 
Magic in Knightshade the Role Playing 
Game (RPG) can be diverse if used with 
imagination. This being the point of the 
game makes doing so easier. Magic can 
be powerful and dangerous. Using the 
arcane lore found in each story can be a 
source for good role playing. Recently, 
a Player used the spell ‘Breathe’ to 
counter a GM’s poison that caused as-
phyxiation. While this might not have 
been the listed intent behind the spell, it 
was an acceptable and novel use, added 
to the story and saved a distressed Char-
acter’s life. In the same vein, utilising a 
bellows in the absence of a countering 
spell when Suffocate is cast is also a 
means to turn an effect when ‘Breathe’ 
is not available to the Mage. 
 

A GM should always applaud and 
reward such improvisations. Any spell 
can be countered given the right circum-
stances. However, most will do exactly 
as expected if cast correctly, or better 
than anticipated during those moments 
when a Critical Success is forthcoming. 
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A GM should not always stick to the 
exact wording of a Fumble when things 
go wrong but play to the situation. 
 There are many spells in Knight-
shade RPG that can be used to augment 
or alter a moment to the advantage of 
the Characters. Using Sanctuary after a 
compatriot falls from a cliff face by 
jumping after him, embracing the victim 
and activating the spell just before hit-
ting the ground is a novel approach, but 
one that should be commended for both 
its bravery and recklessness in equal 
measure. Knightshade is a Role Playing 
Game. It is a game of the imagination. 
If utilising a spell in a quirky way adds 
to the story, then it should be com-
mended and noted for future games as 
an acceptable use. 
 Summoning a Fire Elemental to light 
a campfire is dangerous and heavy-
handed. Similarly, casting Bathing Pool 
just to have a bath is overindulgent. 
Frivolous use of spells should not be 
taken lightly. Such boorish behaviour 
can be quickly corrected with a chance 
encounter that quite literally catches the 
Character with his pants down, or in the 
former case, sets the camp on fire. At 
the very least, blatant misuse should in-
vite unwanted attention. 
 

Please send any letters and submissions to: 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/contact
-us/submissions/ 
 

Alternatively, you can e-mail: 
 

submissions@baddogpublishing.ie 
 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/public
ations-2/newszine/ 
 

‘Follow’ us on Twitter and Instagram 
 @BDPubL 
 

‘Like’ our Page on Facebook @BadDogPublishing 
 

Links to our Social Media can be found on all pages 
of the Bad Dog Publishing website. Get writing 
those letters of appreciation, criticism or otherwise – 
or just send us your opinions. 
 

 

http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/contact-us/submissions/
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/contact-us/submissions/
mailto:submissions@baddogpublishing.ie
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/publications-2/newszine/
http://www.baddogpublishing.ie/index.php/publications-2/newszine/


 

  

 
 

All events in the game year 2021-2022 
will be subject to change without notice. 
The details provided are correct at the 
time of publication. 
 

NEXTCON  
June 13

th
-20

th
, 2022 

Frankfurt, Germany. 
 

Travel from Cork to Kerry 
Note: Arrangements had been made for 
those travelling from Cork to Kerry and 
returning to Cork. 
Monday, 13

th
 June, 2022 

Depart Cork 10:00 
(Stop for lunch in Mill’s Inn, Ballyvourney). 

Arrive Kerry 13:00ish. 
 

Flights (Cork Contingent) 
Note: Flight times have changed! 
Monday, 13

th
 June, 2022 

Kerry to Frankfurt 
Depart 16:40 
Arrive 19:40 
 

Monday, 20
th

 June, 2022 
Frankfurt to Kerry 
Depart 15:10 
Arrive 16:15 
 

 

Accommodation 
Premier Inn 
Frankfurt City Centre 
Elbestrasse 7, 60329 Frankfurt, Germany 
 

Games & Comic Book Stores 
Elbenwald 
Zeil 106, 60313 Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
 

Foxter Games Frankfurt 
Am Weingarten 7, 60487 Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany 
 

T3 Terminal Entertainment Comics & 
Games GmbH 
Große Eschenheimer Str. 41a, 60313 Frankfurt 
am Main, Germany 
 

Warhammer 
Große Friedberger Str. 30, 60313 Frankfurt am 
Main, Germany 
 

Events 
Department X – Case File 001 Origins: 
2-Part Story presenting the first Case File of 
Department X based on the Knightshade RPG 
rules – sequel to DX-Initiates. 
 

D&D All: The Last Red Letter Day: Ten 

years later… or is it more? The unbridled horror 
of having been captured by Portal in a realm 
known only as DarkVerse could not be as bad as 
the awful silence that followed the terrible emp-
tiness of a place that offered nothing to stimul-
ate the minds of those trapped in this endless 
nightmare. However, there is hope even in 
hopelessness, but escape may yet require a final 
sacrifice, one that Captain Hjrothgar Vallarion 
is willing to make, but will his crew follow him 
into the most dangerous gamble of his very 
existence knowing the cost might be everything 
they fought to preserve? 
 

Information 
Hauptbahnhof (Central Station) 0.2 miles 
English Theatre 0.3 miles 
Alte Oper (Old Opera) 0.8 miles 
Skyline Plaza 0.8 miles 
Museumsufer (Museum Shore) 1 mile 
Senckenberg Museum 1.2 miles 
Frankfurt Messe (Exhibition Centre) 1.4 miles 
Palmengarten (Palm Garden) 1.4 miles 
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KENNEL KOMYCON 2022 
KOMY ONLY GATHERING - TBA 
Due to circumstances beyond our con-
trol, KennelCon 2022 has been cancel-
led. There may be scope for a limited 
KOMY only gathering in September – 
details will be provided when available. 
 

 
 

Local gaming and comic shops need 
your support in this very trying time. 
Below is a reminder of some of the 
stores in Cork that need your business. 
Please practice all necessary COVID-19 
safety measures when visiting these lo-
cations. Cork spent a long time with 
little or no gaming outlets. Support our 
own – shop local where possible. 
 

COMIC VAULT 
15A Oliver Plunkett Street Lower, Cork, T12 DP86 
 

OTHER REALMS 
Unit 1, Paul St. Shopping Centre, Cork 
 

SANDBOX 
Unity House, Lower Glanmire Rd, Victorian Quarter, 
Cork 
 

WARHAMMER 
Unit 1, 2 St Patrick's Quay, Victorian Quarter, Cork, 
T23 CY5X 
 

 

© Bad Dog Publishing 2022 
Produced and Distributed by Bad Dog Publishing 
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KNIGHTSHADE 
THE ROLE PLAYING GAME (RPG) 
 

KST01: The Initiate’s Tome – Released! 
KST02: The Grandmaster’s Tome – Released! 

KST03: The Loremaster’s Tome – Out Now! 
KST04: The Questmaster’s Tome – NYR# 
KSTCALO1: The Initiate’s Tome: Calliban Edi-
tion – NYR# 
KSCAL01: Calliban Rising: Eye of the Patri-
arch – NYR# 
 

The Loremaster’s Tome is a Handbook 
or Guide to the Land of Ayre, the Cam-
paign World in Knightshade the Role 
Playing Game. This book includes all 
necessary details to play in that world, 
outlining every country and region of 
note. Included are new Talents, add-
itional rules, major political influences, 
and detailed maps to enrich the Role 
Playing experience. 
 

BDP ID: KST03LOREMASTERBDP02 
 

 
 

 



 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frankfurt beckons and the countdown is 
nearing its end. The designation ‘Next-
Con’ has a special meaning within the 
Knights of Misspent Youth. It marks a 
gathering of KOMY, and while not 
everyone can make the journey, those 
who do will mark the occasion well so 
that all of our members know we are out 
there celebrating life and friendship 
even if they are not with us. We will 
spare a thought for those who are absent 
and raise our glasses at least once to 
mark your presence in our thoughts. 
 The games are coming to an end for 
the year 2021-22 but they will return in 
the autumn. While there is no plan to 
run a Kennel Party (KennelCon) in the 
short term, a limited gathering is on the 
cards for September. This may be ex-
clusive to Knights only or it could 
include partners and friends of KOMY. 
An update will be provided in FN43 
Fumble Issue Forty-Three and on our 
KOMY Facebook Group page. With 
regards to the games, hopefully, 2022-
23 will see a greater return to the gam-
ing table while maintaining our online 
presence for those who live farther 
away. If the onset of the pandemic gave 
us nothing, at least it provided us with 
an opportunity to retrofit the games 
room with some necessary upgrades to 
support a virtual attendance. 
 

The summer months (July/August) will 
provide time to recharge and get ready 
for 2022-23. This marks the end of my 
tenure as Seneschal and subsequent 
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issues of Fumble will note this point 
should any of our members decide to 
put themselves forward for the position 
for 2023-2025. Please do be sure that 
you want the responsibility and declare 
your candidacy in writing to the current 
Seneschal. Just to note, the position 
requires that you work in support of the 
Knights of Misspent Youth with duties 
that include: 
 

 Presiding at the ceremonies of Ken-
nelCon for the duration of the event. 

 Scheduling all game calendar events, 
and providing weekly updates of same. 

 Maintaining KOMY’s fund and sol-
iciting member contributions. 

 Marking KOMY Member birthdays 
and noteworthy events. 

 Maintaining NextCon Manage. 

 Booking NextCon Accommodation 
and Transport for Manage members 
who are up-to-date with contributions 
and provide regular information on any 
upcoming trips to those interested in 
attending. 

 Maintaining the KOMY Charter. 
 

This list is not exhaustive. For more 
information on what it will mean to 
stand as KOMY’s Seneschal for 2023-
25, please consult with the incumbent 
Seneschal. 
 For now, I do hope that you all enjoy 
your summer (assuming we get one). 
Take care and be safe. 
  

SENESCHAL: WILLIAM OF SHEA 
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W EEK D A TE GA M E GM / D M S LOT M A N A GE

W K2 7 07-Jul PRE-SEASON KOMY 1 N/A

W K2 8 15-Jul BIRTHDAY: MS N/A N/A N/A

W K3 4 25-Aug PRE-SEASON: KSRPG: KS09  DUNES OF WRETCHEDNESS FINALE MS 2 1

W K3 4 29-Aug FN39 : FUMBLE ISSUE THIRTY-NINE KOMY/BDP N/A N/A

W K3 5 01-Sep KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 1 MS 3 2

W K3 6 08-Sep KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 2 MS 4 3

W K3 7 15-Sep KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 3 MS 5 4

W K3 8 22-Sep KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 4 MS 6 5

W K3 9 29-Sep KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 5 MS 7 6

W K4 0 06-Oct KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 2  - CALL ON FAITH 6 MS 8 7

W K4 1 11-Oct BIRTHDAY: WIMPY N/A N/A N/A

W K4 1 13-Oct HAPPY BIRTHDAY, WIMPY - SPECIAL EVENT KOMY 9 8

W K4 1 14-Oct BIRTHDAY: WEBSTER N/A N/A N/A

W K4 2 20-Oct ONLINE PATFINDER RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 21 JULIUS 10 9

W K4 3 27-Oct MEET & GREET JULIUS 11 10

W K4 4 03-Nov ONLINE PATFINDER RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 22 JULIUS 12 11

W K4 5 10-Nov ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 23 JULIUS 13 12

W K4 5 12-Nov BIRTHDAY: HIPPY N/A N/A N/A

W K4 6 17-Nov SPECIAL EVENT: LIAM IN MUNICH KOMY 14 13

W K4 6 18-Nov BIRTHDAY: JULIUS N/A N/A N/A

W K4 7 20-Nov FN40 : FUMBLE ISSUE FORTY KOMY/BDP N/A N/A

W K4 7 24-Nov ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 24 JULIUS 15 14

W K4 8 01-Dec ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 25 JULIUS 16 15

W K4 9 08-Dec BLADES IN THE DARK SULLY 17 16

W K50 13-Dec BIRTHDAY: RANDO N/A N/A N/A

W K50 14-Dec BIRTHDAY: TIED-ON N/A N/A N/A

W K50 15-Dec BLADES IN THE DARK SULLY 18 17

W K51 18-Dec JOES BIGGER NIGHT IN & OUT - CANCELLED KOMY 19 N/A

W K52 31-Dec BIRTHDAY: DUPLEX N/A N/A N/A

W K0 4 26-Jan ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK SOCIAL JULIUS 20 18

W K0 5 02-Feb ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK SOCIAL JULIUS 2 1 19

W K0 5 03-Feb BIRMINGHAM TRIP KOMY 22 N/A

W K0 5 04-Feb BIRMINGHAM TRIP KOMY 23 N/A

W K0 5 05-Feb BIRMINGHAM TRIP KOMY 24 N/A

W K0 6 09-Feb ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 26 JULIUS 2 5 20

W K0 7 16-Feb CARDS & STUFF KOMY 26 21

W K0 8 23-Feb ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 28 JULIUS 2 7 22

W K0 8 25-Feb WARPCON 2022  ONLINE KOMY 28 N/A

W K0 8 26-Feb WARPCON 2022  ONLINE KOMY 29 N/A

W K0 8 27-Feb WARPCON 2022  ONLINE KOMY 30 N/A

W K0 9 02-Mar ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 29 JULIUS 3 1 23

W K0 8 05-Mar FN41: FUMBLE ISSUE FORTY-ONE KOMY/BDP N/A N/A

W K10 09-Mar CALLIBAN RISING PREP NIGHT MS 32 24

W K11 16-Mar ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 30 JULIUS 33 25

W K12 23-Mar KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 1 MS 34 26

W K13 30-Mar KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 2 MS 3 5 27

W K14 06-Apr KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 3 MS 36 28

W K16 20-Apr ONLINE KS RPG: LEGACY OF KNIGHTHAWK 31 JULIUS 3 7 30

W K17 27-Apr KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 4 MS 38 31

W K18 04-May BIRTHDAY: GULLY N/A N/A N/A

W K18 04-May KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 5 MS 39 32

W K19 09-May BIRTHDAY: OZZIE N/A N/A N/A

W K19 11-May KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 3 : FORGOTTEN VIOLATION 6 MS 40 33

W K2 0 18-May KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 4 : RAVEN'S CURSE 1 MS 4 1 34

W K2 0 20-May FN42 : FUMBLE ISSUE FORTY-TWO KOMY/BDP N/A N/A

W K2 1 25-May KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 4 : RAVEN'S CURSE 2 MS 42 35

W K2 2 01-Jun KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 4 : RAVEN'S CURSE 3 MS 43 36

W K2 3 07-Jun BIRTHDAY: TIPSY N/A N/A N/A

W K2 3 08-Jun KNIGHTSHADE RPG: CALLIBAN RISING 4 : RAVEN'S CURSE 4 MS 44 37

W K2 4 13-Jun NEXTCON 2022 KOMY 4 5 N/A

W K2 4 14-Jun NEXTCON 2022 KOMY 46 N/A

W K2 4 15-Jun NEXTCON 2022 : DX ORIGINS PART I KOMY 4 7 N/A

W K2 4 16-Jun NEXTCON 2022 : DX ORIGINS PART 2 KOMY 48 N/A

W K2 4 17-Jun NEXTCON 2022 : RANDO'S 50TH KOMY 49 N/A

W K2 4 18-Jun NEXTCON 2022 : TIED-ON'S 50TH KOMY 40 N/A

W K2 4 19-Jun NEXTCON 2022 : D&D ALL - THE LAST RED LETTER DAY KOMY 51 N/A

W K2 5 20-Jun NEXTCON 2022 KOMY 52 N/A

W K2 5 22-Jun CARDS WITH CARDEW - NEXTCON POST MORTEM KOMY 53 N/A

W K2 6 29-Jun FUMBLE AWARDS & CARDS KOMY 54 N/A

TB A TB A KEN N ELC ON  -  THE KEN N EL P A R TY  -  C A N C ELLED KOM Y N / A  
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS SCHEDULE IS A GUIDELINE AND IT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE. 
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COMING 
NEXT ISSUE 

SEPTEMBER 2022 
 

**************************** 
 

ILLUSTRATED 
WAGON WORRIES 

WAS 

* 
SHORT TALES 
WEEPY HULLOWS 

SOMETHING NASTY THIS WAY COMES! – Part VI 
William Anthony Shea 

* 
INNER CIRCLE 

Game updates from the Knights of Misspent Youth  

* 
CONVENTION CUBE 

KOMY’S CONVENTIONS 
Conventions and Events 

* 
THE GMs GUIDE 

BDP’s RPGs 

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 

* 
DEAR FUMBLE 

CONTACT US 
Letters from our readers & Notices 

* 
THE SENESCHAL’S DECLARATION 

SIR WILLIAM 
Words of wisdom from the Seneschal of the Knights of Misspent Youth 
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